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     A captivating resort spa


  
    
be-be | 'behm-beh | noun

	Fijian word for butterfly
	Your cocoon
	Your sanctuary


Be captivated by Bebe! Cocooned in a culture 3,000 years in the making, a new spa experience emerges like no other. Signature treatments using indigenous ingredients and techniques fuse with the world's finest spa products from Pevonia Botanica.

This spectacular spa floats majestically above OUTRIGGER Fiji Beach Resort on a plateau known to local villagers as Vakalomalagi Hill – Heavenly Hill. Surrounded by deliciously lush, undulating landscape, this location is at a breathtaking altitude offering the purest ocean views.

Rising above in design, concept, and location, Bebe Spa encompasses eight treatment rooms with private open-air balconies that reveal sweeping views of the Coral Coast. All balconies feature unique "Showers in the Sky" and four of these balconies provide hydrotherapy tubs to bathe in sublime relaxation.

Your cocoon awaits. Emerge renewed from Bebe Spa at OUTRIGGER Fiji Beach Resort.

Bebe Spa Services

Balancing the energizing health benefits of hydrotherapy with the relaxing, soothing, and rejuvenating effects of aromatherapy, Bebe Spa offers a peaceful sanctuary where physical, mental, and spiritual health is cared for equally. Experience traditional Fijian techniques and ingredients melded with the best of Asian spa treatments.

Bebe Spa features the coconut oil-based, all-natural nourishing products of Pure Fiji and Pevonia Botanica.

New to Bebe's treatment menu is the His & Hers Couples Massage, 75 minutes long gentle relaxing massage done side by side with your loved ones, making your holiday experience a more memorable one. Signature Couples 3 hours' Time Together Package is also highly recommended - a must do! A perfect Romantic Couples indulgence which begins with a mile bath soak served with a glass of chanpagne and chocolate dipped tropical fruit platters.  Continued with out Traditional Fijian style massage, Dilo Body wrap and a blissful facial to finish off - at total bliss in paradise!

Bebe's exfoliation and detoxification treatments are taken to new heights by the new Tropical Salt Mousse Exfoliation and Tropical Escape treatment.

Both treatments utilize a tantalizing body brushing technique and salt mousse exfoliation, expelling impurities and improving circulation before each treatment together with the natural anti-aging properties of papaya and pineapple in a lotion or wrap to smooth, nourish and rejuvenate the skin.

Spa services

Please contact us for a personal consultation and appointment.
T: +679 650 0044
F: +679 652 0074
Resort guest extension: 8800

Send email

Escape ordinary at OUTRIGGER Fiji Beach Resort.
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